
 

“Kyo no Ondokoro OKAZAKI #1” 

91-85, Okazaki Enshojicho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto-shi 

-OPEN: April, 2018 

-Capacity: 1 to 6 guests  

 

Kyo no Ondokoro OKAZAKI #1 is situated in the Okazaki district within walking distance 

from 12 temples and shrines, including Heian Shrine. The townhouse was made by 

renovating an approximately 90-year-old Kyoto-style traditional house. It has a 

Japanese-style room with “horigotatsu,” or a sunken foot warmer, as well as a spot 

garden recreating the geographical features of Kyoto. 

 



 

“Kyo no Ondokoro KAMANZA-NIJO #2” 

690-2, Kamimatsuya-cho, Kamanza, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto-shi 

-OPEN: August, 2018 

-Capacity: 1 to 4 guests 

 

Kyo no Ondokoro KAMANZA-NIJO #2 was made by renovating a 150-year-old 

Kyoto-style traditional house near the Nijo Castle. “minä perhonen” brand designer 

Akira Minagawa supervised the project and architect Yoshifumi Nakamura designed the 

building. Its library facing the garden has a collection of about 200 books and its “Hinoki” 

(Japanese cypress) bathroom has an egg-shaped bathtub made of Japanese umbrella 

pine. 

 



 

“Kyo no Ondokoro GOKOMACHI-EBISUGAWA #3” 

574, Matsumoto-cho, Gokomachi-ebisugawa, 

Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto-shi 

-OPEN: November, 2018 

-Capacity: 1 to 4 guests 

 

Kyo no Ondokoro GOKOMACHI-EBISUGAWA #3, situated near the Kyoto Imperial 

Palace, was made by renovating a 90-year-old Kyoto-style traditional house that had 

been built in the style of a tea ceremony house. Its kitchen is equipped with 

Kiyomizu-ware bowls and a coffee mill and antique cups, teaware and other equipment 

for drinking tea and coffee. It is a townhouse looking like a high-quality, modern 

teahouse. 

 



 

“Kyo no Ondokoro FUYACHO-NIJO #4” 

502, Hoteiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto-shi 

-OPEN: March, 2019 

-Capacity: 1 to 8 guests 

 

Kyo no Ondokoro FUYACHO-NIJO #4, situated near the Kyoto Imperial Palace, was 

made by renovating a large Kyoto-style tradesmen’s house with a total floor space of 

more than 180 square meters. It is a townhouse with a mixture of traditional Japanese 

design and modern art, allowing guests to feel the traditional Japanese culture. 

Japanese-style room can be used as a tea ceremony room and the bathroom has a 

Shigaraki-ware bathtub. 

 

Journalists as well as members of the general public can preview the Kyo no Ondokoro 

FUYACHO-NIJO #4 townhouse from Monday, March 18, in advance of its grand 

opening. Those who wish to preview the facility are required to contact Wacoal Corp.’s 

Public Relations and Advertising Division. Those who wish to preview the OKAZAKI 

#1,KAMANZA-NIJO #2 and GOKOMACHI-EBISUGAWA #3 townhouses and wish to 

have photos of these facilities should also contact the company’s Public Relations and 

Advertising Division. 

 

 

*”Kyo no Ondokoro” is Wacoal Corp.’s registered trademark. 


